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Bat Boy could well bill itself as one of those shows “torn from 
today’s headlines.” Sure, the headlines were in the Weekly 
World News and they were totally fake, but still . . . a half-
breed bat child left for dead and raised by bats in a backwoods 
American cave, only to emerge into daylight in search of love 
and acceptance? Man, great fodder for a rock musical. And 
leave it to the students of the Canadian College of Performing 
Arts’ Company C to pull it off with such style and energy. Too 
bad the run’s so short and it isn’t playing at Halloween: 
CCPA’s Bat Boy has local cult hit written all over it. 

No question, the show itself has proven 
legs: a 1997 regional hit that went off-
Broadway in 2001 and hit London in 
2004, Bat Boy is a sassy entry in the ever-
expanding horror rock musical bin. (The 
Rocky Horror Show, Little Shop of 
Horrors, Phantom of the Paradise, Once 
More With Feeling, Evil Dead: The 
Musical, Young Frankenstein . . . there 
are more, but you get the point.) And the 
plot’s pretty much what I already 
sketched—add in the almost obligatory 
gospel number and a truly hilarious sex 

number featuring a prancing Pan and a forest full of randy 
critters, plus enough blood-letting to make your iron levels 

drop, and you’ve got the ideal production to showcase 
Company C’s considerable talents. 

Top of the list here is director/choreographer Shane 
Snow. Himself a CCPA grad, Snow recently helmed the 
impressive Chemainus production of Joseph and the 

Technicolour Dreamcoat and certainly doesn’t slow things 
down here. Perhaps because he came out of the same school, 
Snow seems to know CCPA students thrive on challenges 
because he’s got them on a non-stop, high-energy musical train 
here that rarely slows down to take a breath. Credit to the cast 
for not only keeping up but matching his pace with style and 
humour; this is some of the zestiest and best executed 
choreography I’ve seen on local stages since the Belfry’s 
production of Urinetown back in 2006. Splashy, sexy, layered 
and wonderfully character-appropriate, Snow’s choreography 
and direction is, above all else, suitably fun. 

He’s also got a strong ensemble to work with, almost all of 
whom are worth mentioning. I’ll limit my praises to obvious 
standouts, though, including a dynamic Jane Morrison as Bat 
Boy’s love interest, the hilarious Sarah Murphy as both a 
redneck and the saucy Pan, a strong-voiced Erin Vandermolen-
Pater as the mother with a secret and the outstanding Trevor 
Gray as a misguided vet. Indeed,  

 

Bat Boy may be the title character but Gray is far and away the 
star here; he sells his character every moment he’s on stage, 
and has a great set of pipes to match. Vaughn Naylor is a 
believable Bat Boy, and certainly looks the part; his Pygmalion 
(batmalion?) evolution from beast to boy is super, but I found 
his acting to outweigh his singing. Not a bad thing, to be sure, 
but I was hoping for a bit more from his vocals. (Maybe it was 
the fangs.) 

Nice work by music director Heather Burns too, who leads a 
strong quintet that keeps the whole show rocking along. And I 
liked the intentionally low-budget look of it all; not only did it 
match the short period of time Company C has to mount these 
shows, but it keeps the whole cheesy tabloid vibe front and 
centre. I also enjoyed Suzanne Starkiewicz’s energetic lighting, 
which complimented the whole look of the show. 

I’ve long been a fan of Company C productions, and Bat Boy 
merely reaffirms my faith that CCPA is an outstanding 
training ground for tomorrow’s musical theatre stars. I also 
applaud their initiative in mounting the kind of contemporary 
musicals students are actually interested in doing, instead of 
hoary old Golden Age favourites chosen with more of an eye 
to box office. Congratulations to CCPA on their first 15 years, 
and here’s looking forward to more great shows in the future. 

—John Threlfall 
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